Jean Isabel Walker
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Box 5268

- Photographs - family and relatives
- Biography of Jean Walker

Box 5269

- Books:
  Power of Speech, Delight and Power in Speech
  Your Everyday Speech
  Talking Time
  Prose and Verse for Speaking and Reading
  Proceedings of the Diamond Jubilee Ceremonies
  These Sixty Years
  The Merchant of Venice
  The Poetical Works of William Henry Drummond
  "Come to Order!"
  A Book of Modern Plays

- Jean Walker Miscellaneous Speech Lesson Notes
- British Business
- Jean Walker Papers - Financial and Testamentary concerns
- Jean Walker - 90'h birthday
- Jean Walker Papers Memorabilia for memories and her corrections to first edition
- Mildred Walker Papers
- University of Western ON Calendar
- 1925 Year Book- UWO
• Calendar
• UWO Conservatory of Music Book
• UWO Convocation Supplement 1922
• The Occidentalia 1941
• Pictures of Jean Walker
• A Diploma